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Putin's attack on U.S. currency
It's being reported that under the direct order of President Vladimir Putin, Russia has
begun dumping U.S. dollars. Putin has been taking a series of calculated measures to
expose weak spots in our economy and national security that pre-date his Crimean
invasion. And what he's now setting in motion could bankrupt millions of Americans
virtually overnight. Click here to view this presentation...
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The China-IMF Plan for a Yuan Reserve Currency
Will Topple the Dollar
By DAVID ZEILER, Contributing Writer, Money Morning • June 11, 2015

China and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) want a yuan reserve currency – and are doing everything
they can to make it happen.
Their plan is already so far along that the U.S dollar could be on its way out as the world's primary reserve
currency as early as October of this year.
That's when the IMF will hold a vote to determine whether to elevate the Chinese yuan to a reserve currency.
The People's Bank of China, the Chinese central bank, has demanded the IMF do just that.
The consequences will be dramatic – and terrible for the
United States.
A yuan reserve currency will trigger a transfer of $1
trillion into Chinese assets just in the ﬁrst few years.
It matters because much of the money pouring into the
yuan will result in sales of U.S. Treasuries – how most
governments hold dollars. When foreign governments
start to dump the $6 trillion they hold, U.S. dollars will
ﬂood the market and trigger massive inﬂation.
In fact, the race to dump the U.S dollar has already started – even before we get a yuan reserve currency.
Why the CIA, FBI, Army, and Navy Are Preparing Now for the Fall of the U.S. Dollar
The CIA's Asymmetric Threat Advisor, Jim Rickards, says this is no accident. He's revealed that the IMF has a
10-year plan to replace the U.S. dollar as the world's top reserve currency.
He pointed to an IMF report called "The Dollar Reigns Supreme by Default" that speciﬁcally says, "The dollar
status should be in peril."
Now, it makes sense that China would want to dethrone the U.S. dollar. Its rivalry with the United States
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dictates that it seek every possible advantage.
But the bigger concern is why the IMF is so focused on taking out the U.S. dollar. It has to do with something
called "Special Drawing Rights," or SDRs.
Rickards says SDRs are just a softer term for "world money."
"That's why they came up with the name Special Drawing Rights –
because if they called it 'world money' that would sound a little
spooky and scary," Rickards said.
The IMF's plan to dethrone the U.S. dollar is in fact part of a grand
scheme to put the IMF in charge of the world's monetary system. In
short, the IMF wants to be "the central bank of the world."
Yet as ominous as that sounds, it's only one of ﬁve ﬂashpoints
Rickards sees that threaten the U.S. dollar. In fact, Rickards has
uncovered evidence of a looming economic crisis that will eclipse
even the Great Depression of the 1930s.
Continue here to ﬁnd out more about what to expect – and how
you can protect yourself and your family.
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Controversial medical test: How long will you
live?
By MICHAEL ROBINSON, Defense + Tech Specialist, Money Morning

If you could know, down to the month, when you will die, would you want to?
That is a question all of us must now answer.
Thanks to in part to a Nobel Prize-winning scientist, there's now a test that measures the biological clock in
each of your cells.
The results could allow you to predict within months - even days - w h e n y o u ' l l d i e .
This is extremely controversial, but the implications expand far beyond simply ﬁnding your expiration date. It
will determine how you live your life.
Click here to continue reading.
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